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The Chicago-area economy has lost its zip, and major changes
in how we work, move and educate our children are needed if
the city is to get its mojo back.
That's the conclusion of yet another report on the status of the
greater metropolitan area, this one prepared for local officials
by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, a global economic policy group.
Only portions of the report will be available free online. But you
can click here to read a summary.
Like a somewhat similar plan released last week by World
Business Chicago, this wet fish in the face suggests that the
economy of the three-state Chicago area has suffered through
what Mayor Rahm Emanuel terms a "lost decade" of sorts, in
which it badly trailed growth elsewhere in America and around
the country.
As was the case with the WBC report, this one suggests
solutions including better links between educational institutions
and employers, and rebuilding Chicago's outmoded ground
transportation system.
But this report has more context and is, frankly, a bit more dire,
saying that a metropolitan area that is home to 9.5 million
people is "at a tipping point."
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And it suggests that the area's woes began earlier — at least
by the mid-1990s — and by some accounts show no sign of
improvement.
"Despite tremendous assets, Chicago's economy displays a
worrying lack of dynamism which needs to be addressed
quickly," OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria said in a
statement.
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"Since 1995, the region's unemployment rate has been above
the average for U.S. metro regions.
"Even more worrying," he adds,"is that this mismatch is closely
linked to a racial divide. At 24 percent, the unemployment rate
for African-Americans is nearly four times that of whites."
That kind of candor, at least on racial matters, was not included
in the WBC report.
Per capita production in Chicago still is the 16th highest among
the 90 leading metropolitan areas, productivity per worker
ranks 13th and the area has retained a fair amount of high-end
manufacturing.
Other pluses: Patent applications here rank 12th, with
particular strength in nanotechnology and biotechnology; the
age of the area's workforce is relatively young; and the region
continues to attract young college graduates, though not as
fast as some other American regions.
But productivity growth has slowed, ranking 46th of 76 regions
studied from 2001 to 2007 — well under Milwaukee's 29th. Jobs
have grown faster elsewhere, including in New York and Los
Angeles.
Among key recommendations:
• Develop a regionwide approach to skill development and job
placement so that manufacturers don't have trouble filling even
medium-skilled posts and college graduates don't move
elsewhere.
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Mr. Emanuel and Cook County Board President Toni
Preckwinkle say they've taken steps in that direction: uniting
their workforce agencies, for instance, and shifting City
Colleges into a more vocational direction with direct ties to big
employers.
• Get universities and colleges to do a better job of getting
research out to potential users and employers.
• Build on recent success in green technology and focus on
particularly promising sectors like biotech, which received little
attention in the WBC report.
• Work as a region, rather than "poaching" jobs from city to
suburb and state to state. Notably, though, the bulk of local
officials who participated in drafting the report come from
Illinois, and not Indiana or Wisconsin.
• Put more resources into ending traffic congestion, which is
"far above" any other U.S. metro except New York and L.A.
Similarly, mass transit needs help, too: Only a quarter of those
who live near transit stations are able to get to work within 90
minutes.
• Refocus giving economic incentives and tax breaks to small
and emerging companies, which drive the innovation the
Chicago-area economy needs.
The report was commissioned by the U.S. Department of
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Commerce, the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning and
the Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce.
Follow Greg on Twitter at @GregHinz.
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What do you think?

Ronald P. wrote:
J.G. here you go....
1. Affordability, for all the complaining about taxes, etc. Chicago is
MUCH more affordable than LA, NY, San Francisco (just to name 3
in the USA) include non-US cities like London, Hong Kong or Paris
(just to name 3) and you will find almost everything (with the
possible exception of gasoline) cheaper. IF, and I realize it's a big IF,
politicans and the public (that's who actually has to make the first
move) can resolve some of the public debt/pension issues would
make Chicago beyond competitive with NY, LA, etc.
2. Water. Anyone paying any attention to long range needs/demands
knows that water is the resource of scarcity for the 2nd half of this
century for sure, probably sooner. Texas, California, Georgia,
Florida, etc. all struggle regularly if not continuously to meet water
demands. Manufacturing needs water. None of the aforementioned
have a plan and it's already 2012!
3. Geography, while London holds the Ace for straddling Asia and
the US for conducting business, Chicago holds the Ace for
straddling the USA, the rest of N. America and all of South America try to get something done from NY in LAfirst thing in the morning or
vise-versa from LAin NY in late afternoon.
Personally, if you are getting your MBAI would prefer that you leave
and not return - my general experience with most MBAholders is
that the end result is simply an inflated ego for no substantive
reason and it seems to render them incapable of actually doing
much beyond writing reports that no one reads or cares about or
could do anything with, the other result seems to end up creating
someone who can't actually do any work beyond delegation.
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Mack M. wrote:
Here's what tips us off to another bogus report.
"...The report was commissioned by the U.S. Department of
Commerce, the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning and the
Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce..."
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